Multimedia deposit with a single slot

Through NCR’s Scalable Deposit Module (SDM) technology for NCR SelfServ™ 30 series ATMs, consumers can deposit both cash and checks through a single slot in a single transaction. Making deposits at the ATM faster and easier, improving the experience that you offer your customers.

• **Improved customer experience**
  With SDM, a typical consumer transaction of five bank notes and two checks takes less than 60 seconds to deposit. In addition, SDM improves the experience for small and medium businesses. On average the small business owner deposits between 12–20 checks and/or 25–30 notes per transaction. When combined with a personalized “my favorite transaction” feature at the ATM, SDM technology enables small and medium businesses to make their daily deposits quickly and effortlessly. They also benefit from a convenient, quick and reliable transaction, as well as real-time, online credit, which helps improve cash flow.

• **Reliable and fast transactions**
  With NCR’s Dynamic Deskew, a unique feature to NCR’s SDM, checks and notes are straightened so that they pass correctly through the module without slowing down or stopping. This enables perfect alignment for accurate bill validation and check codeline reading, fewer jams, neater storage stacks, and for the consumer, the fastest deposit transaction available on the market.

• **Industry-leading image processing**
  Capturing multiple images of the front and back of deposited items, the Imaging and Bill Validation Module recognizes and validates banknotes and reads the value and codeline data from checks regardless of orientation. Powerful microprocessors and software algorithms make a split-second, real-time decision whether to reject or accept the item. The result is reliable, high-quality, exchange-standard compliant check images, best-in-class acceptance rate of notes and counterfeit rejection.
• **Deploy SDM in any location**

Accepting up to 50 notes and/or checks in a single bunch, NCR SDM ATMs can be deployed in the locations you want to reach your customers whether it be in the lobby, through-the-wall or at a drive-up. NCR SDM is designed for the multi-function SelfServ ATM family and is an addition to the existing available range of deposit modules. The NCR SelfServ 30 Series ATMs offer a wide range of other types of transactions including cash dispense, bill payment, statement printing and many more.

• **Intuitive to service**

There are many features within the SDM that make it easier to service. Using a single pass system for both cash and checks the SDM ensures that items do not have to move back and forth along the transports, minimizing the risk of jams. LED indicators direct the FLM or SLM person to the location or the jam and lighting improves access to the area where the problem has occurred without having to open up the complete module.

• **Ease of integration**

The integration of SDM into your existing ATM network is made easy with NCR APTRA™. NCR APTRA is the world’s leading self-service software platform. It supports a full set of transactions as standard, while also allowing for the deployment of new, customer-facing functionality like mixed-media deposit.
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**Key Features**

- 2 cassettes with storage for 2,000 notes and 1,600 checks
- Accepts and validates up to 50 notes and/or checks per transaction
- Single slot deposit for improved customer experience
- Dynamic Deskew enables fast media handling
- Reliable and high-quality image processing
- Intuitive to service
- Single consumer interface
- Improved branch efficiency
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**Why NCR?**

With over 125 years of experience and knowledge, NCR is a leading global provider of payments, assisted- and self-service solutions. NCR has been the global number one manufacturer of ATMs for more than 22 consecutive years. We help our clients around the world improve their customer interactions, implement change quickly and proactively, and transform their businesses to become leaders and change agents. We can help you, too.